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FOR GROCERY, IT’S A BRAND-NEW BALLGAME
  The arrival of coronavirus in the U.S. upended Americans’ 
grocery shopping habits, triggering more store visits and 
online purchases as consumers tried new ways of shopping 
and shifted to eating at home, according to the FMI-The Food 
Industry Association’s annual U.S. Grocery Shopper 
Trends study.
  Before the COVID-19 pandemic, U.S. grocery shopping 
kept to a familiar pattern, noted FMI’s report, prepared by 
The Hartman Group. Household food shopping frequency 
has remained high, at 2.7 trips weekly, and customers use 
several retail channels (4.1) and store banners (5) to meet 
their monthly grocery needs. But in the early weeks of the 
outbreak, weekly grocery trips by households 
jumped to 3.6, and 40% of shoppers said they were 
shopping fewer stores for groceries.
  “Never before in the recent past of our nation have 
we been forced to confront the magnitude of abrupt 
changes that COVID-19 circumstances foisted 
upon us all,” said David Fikes, executive director 
of the FMI Foundation. “So the food industry — 
an industry that over the past few decades has 
become quite accustomed to confronting and 
addressing disruptions — suddenly found itself facing an 
unprecedented disruption.”
  In March, food retail revenue soared over 25% from 
February, “collapsing more than eight years of dollar growth 
into a few tumultuous weeks,” FMI said in the report. As of 
April, food retail revenue remained more than 10% higher 
than pre-pandemic levels.
  Shoppers exceeded their previous weekly household 
grocery budgets by an average of 33% to stock up for 
lockdowns, the study said. The weekly household grocery 
bill surged from around $120 to $161 between March 21 and 
April 2, before moderating to $130 through April 25.
  The retail surge also reversed long-term food spending 
trends, in which food retail had gradually declined since the 
early 1990s as foodservice crept up. Food retail’s share of 
food spending rose from 50% in February to 63% in March 
and then 68% in April, returning to levels not seen since the 
early to mid-1990s, according to the study.
  Meanwhile, restaurants — forced to close or offer only 
takeout and/or delivery — saw their share of food retail 
spending drop from around 50% to roughly 35%.
  As a result of the pandemic, 78% of shoppers said they 
made a change in where they shop for food. Forty percent 
shopped at fewer stores, and 28% shop more online. Also, 
15% said they avoid stores they typically shop, 11% changed 
the store they shop most often, 10% shop at different types 
of stores, and another 10% have stopped going to stores.
  “At first, people were multi-sourcing as they stocked up 
and were trying new things. Now they’ve settled into more 
of a routine,” said David Feit, VP of strategic insights at The 
Hartman Group. “Relatively few people say that they no 
longer shop in-store at all.”

FMI: SUPERMARKETS FACE DEMAND, NOT SUPPLY, ISSUE
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Ford and General Motors both say they’re on track to get 
North American production up and running again at sched-
ules approaching pre-pandemic levels within the next few 
weeks. “We’re still targeting to be at normal capacity end-
of-June, or sooner if possible, but obviously it’s a very fluid 
situation,” says Dhivya Suryadevara, GM’s chief finan-
cial officer. Because of new rules on assembly lines such 
as social distancing and constant cleaning, it could take 
longer than that to fully achieve pre-pandemic production 
schedules, she says... Johnson & Johnson will have a 
Band-Aid — several of varying shades, actually — for ra-
cial diversity, as it plans to launch a new multi-tone pack of 

bandages. But the new lines won’t arrive until next 
year, and it won’t be the first time it’s been tried. 
According to Ad Age, Band-Aid plans to launch 
a range of bandages in light, medium and deep 
shades of brown in its most popular style, Flex-
ible Fabric, next year. Band-Aid also sells Clear 
Strips, designed for use by people with a variety 
of skin tones. Other brands, including Tru-Colour 
and Curad also market bandages for varying skin 
tones... Hal Lawton, CEO of Tractor Supply, be-

lieves that many changes in consumer behavior that have 
taken root as a result of the novel coronavirus pandemic are 
here to stay. One of those changes is a preference for shop-
ping with retailers that offer a broader array of merchandise. 
“Customers don’t want to go to a retailer where they can only 
buy one category,” he told NRF CEO Matthew Shay in a 
streamed conference last week... Foot traffic to barbershops 
and beauty salons dropped by 60% nationwide in mid-April, 
according to Safegraph. Since states began letting these 
businesses reopen this month, traffic is down 30%... The 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has ordered Am-
azon.com and eBay to stop selling pesticides, some falsely 
labeled as being effective against COVID-19, on their plat-
forms. “We removed the products in question and are taking 
action against the bad actors who listed them,” an Amazon 
spokesperson said in a statement… Lululemon reported 
earnings per share of 22 cents in Q1, down from 74 cents 
for the same period in 2019, while its sales fell 17% due 
to store closures necessitated by the coronavirus outbreak. 
The yoga-inspired retailer reported that online sales were up 
68 percent in the quarter… Fashion resale companies such 
as ThredUp and Depop are attracting more customers and 
reporting higher sales during the coronavirus pandemic 
as customers clean out their closets and try to make extra 
money. Executives say they expect the interest in resale to 
continue once the pandemic is over... Stop & Shop’s deal 
to acquire King Kullen Grocery, first announced in 2019, 
has been terminated by mutual agreement. Stop & Shop, 
a division of Ahold Delhaize USA, and King Kullen issued 
a joint statement saying the deal was terminated by “sig-
nificant, unforeseen changes in the marketplace,” many of 
them caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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AVAILS
    If you’ve ever wanted to work in one of America’s best 
places to live, here is your opportunity! WKOW, the ABC 
affiliate in Madison, Wis., has an immediate 
opening for a transactional account executive. A 
positive and motivated salesperson committed 
to winning will love working for Quincy Media, a 
growing, family-owned company. A minimum of 
three (3) years in television or electronic media sales or a 
minimum of three (3) years as an electronic media buyer 
is preferred. Please submit your resume and references 

to: bbeer@wkow.com. No calls, please. 
EOE.
  WMC-TV, the Gray Television NBC-
affiliated television station in Memphis, 
Tenn., has an immediate opening for 
an energetic and extremely motivated 
multi-platform sales professional. 
Candidates must possess strong 
presentation and communication skills, 
experience working with advertising 
agencies, plus proven success in new 
business development. Matrix and Wide 

Orbit experience a plus. We’re looking for a self-starter 
with the ability to operate in a fast-paced, entrepreneurial 
environment. A minimum 5+ years of customer engagement 
experience in the area of broadcast advertising-marketing 
required. CLICK HERE to apply. EOE.
  Nexstar Media Group seeks an experienced television 
professional to serve as Vice President & General Manager 
for WBRE and WYOU, as well as all digital, mobile and social 
assets associated with Pahomepage.com in the Wilkes 
Barre/Scranton, Pa., DMA (#60). Ideal 
candidates will have a minimum of five 
years of general management experience 
at a commercial broadcast television 
station.  The right fit will be a candidate who 
is professional, and a driven advocate of local broadcasting 
with proven success in leading revenue and ratings/digital 
metrics. For more information or to apply now, CLICK HERE. 
EOE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

AD AGENCIES FACE ESTIMATED 50,000 LOST JOBS
  U.S. agencies might be looking at a loss of more than 
50,000 jobs by the end of 2021, per Forrester estimates 
cited by AdExchanger. For reference, in total an estimated 
250,000 people were employed by ad agencies as of the 
end of 2019, per IBISWorld.
  Outside of the U.S., job losses are expected to match 
those losses at around 50,000. For context, agencies have 
already been forced to lay off and furlough staffers in the 
wake of the pandemic, as well as institute pay cuts for some 
remaining staffers.
  The anticipated cuts are largely expected to result from 
the pandemic-driven pullback in ad spending. Forrester 
estimates media spending to decline by 23% over the next 
two years. For comparison, our severe estimates put U.S. 
digital display advertising at an 18% decline in the second 
half of this year, and U.S. TV ad spending at a 29.3% decline 
over the same period.

HOW COVID-19 AFFECTS BOOMERS’ SHOPPING
  The coronavirus pandemic has forced consumers to adapt 
many aspects of their lives, from daily routines to how they 
safeguard themselves and their families. Even as many 
communities look to reopen, it is likely that the pandemic will 
continue to impact how consumers of all ages socialize and 
shop. This is particularly true for baby boomers, those ages 
roughly 56 to 74.
  New data from National Retail Federation’s Spring 
Consumer View study shows key ways the pandemic 
has shifted this demographic’s priorities and what it means 
for their interactions with brands and 
retailers.
  Stay-at home mandates and social 
distancing requirements mean boomers 
have moved more of their lives online. 
Nearly half (45%) say they’re shopping 
online more as a result of the pandemic, 
which is significant given that the vast 
majority (82%) typically make less than 
half of their purchases online.
  Certain categories have seen more of a 
shift to online, especially items that can 
help relieve boredom during a lockdown. Pet supplies, toys 
and books and other media are the products where more 
boomers have shifted their purchasing habits the most, with 
more buying mostly or entirely online as a direct result of 
COVID-19.
  It’s not just online shopping that has grown. Buy online, 
pick up in store (BOPIS) has become increasingly popular 
during COVID-19, and boomers haven’t shied away from it. 
Over six in 10 are aware of BOPIS — more than any of their 
younger counterparts. Two-thirds have tried BOPIS; of those, 
63% said it improved their overall shopping experience.
  The most common methods of BOPIS used by this 
generation are picking up at a store’s register (58%) and 
curbside pickup (30%). Regardless of which method they’ve 
tried, the overwhelming majority (over 80%) found their 
experience to be convenient. These shoppers found using a 
locker code and having items brought directly to their car to 
be the most convenient aspects of the service.

NETWORK NEWS
  ABC will air an encore presentation of John Ridley 
documentary Let It Fall: Los Angeles 1982-92, which 
examines the 1992 uprising in Los Angeles after the verdict 
was announced in the Rodney King case, tomorrow at 8 
PM (ET). The airing will feature a special introduction and 
message from John Legend... NBC has greenlit Zoey’s 
Extraordinary Playlist for a second season, with an 
unconfirmed number of new episodes. The series centers 
on Zoey Clarke (Jane Levy), a whip-smart computer coder 
forging her way in San Francisco. After an unusual event, 
Zoey suddenly starts to hear the innermost wants, thoughts 
and desires of the people around her. She soon realizes 
this unwanted curse may just be an incredibly wonderful 
gift as she connects with the world like never before. The 
first season consisted of 12 episodes... Matt Jones, the 
28-year-old prospective suitor on The Bachelorette, will 
take on the role as the lead on the upcoming 25th edition 
of ABC’s veteran The Bachelor. Season 25 is scheduled to 
premiere in 2021.
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2020: All the bad stuff 
from sci-fi movies, still 

no flying cars.
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AUTO LOAN PAYMENTS HIT NEW RECORD IN Q1
  As the coronavirus was spreading from China to Europe 
and eventually to the U.S., Americans borrowed a record 
amount of money to pay for new and used cars, according 
to a new report.
  Experian, which tracks millions of auto loans, said U.S. 
consumers agreed to record monthly auto loan payments 
in the first quarter, when vehicle sales were surging before 
a dramatic slowdown in the second half of March. In March 
and April, automakers started offering lucrative incentives 
to buy a new vehicle, which attracted more customers.

  Before the coronavirus pandemic 
slammed the brakes on the economy, 
those buying new vehicles in the first 
quarter agreed to an average monthly 
loan payment of $569 — an all-time high 
— with the average amount borrowed 
hitting a record high of $33,739. The 
numbers for used vehicle prices also 
climbed to all-time highs, with the 
average monthly payment hitting $397, 
and the average amount for an auto 
loan rising to $20,723.

  The larger loans and the higher monthly payments reflect a 
market where new vehicle prices have increased, especially 
for pickups and SUVs, which sell at higher price points.

THIS AND THAT
  Sixty-three percent of consumers are cutting meat from 
their diets to some extent, and 51% of them are looking 
for greater variety when it comes to plant-based proteins, 
according to Mintel. Many consumers are seeking whole 
food plant-based proteins as an alternative to processed 
products... Only 2% percent of U.S. adults, including 5% 
of 25- to 35-year-olds, currently subscribe to Quibi... Two 
in three sports fans say they would rather broadcasters 
abstain from adding artificial crowd noise to broadcasts... 
The wholesale value of the total mattress market grew by 
0.9% last year to $10.5 billion, the International Sleep 
Products Association says. The bedding industry’s trade 
association says total units decreased last year 1.4% to 
52.9 million units. The total mattress market includes U.S.-
produced and imported mattresses, stationary foundations 
and motion foundations. The wholesale value of U.S.-
produced mattresses and stationary foundations increased 
in 2019 by 1.2% to $8.4 billion, but units decreased 4.4% to 
37 million units, ISPA said.
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Ladies, it’s time to start 
dating the older dudes. 
They can get you in the 

grocery store earlier.

SATURDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

HOW TO FIX THAT BROKEN WORK RELATIONSHIP
  At work, successfully completing tasks may land you a 
management position. To succeed from there, you’ll need 
to pay more attention to your 
reps, says Michelle Tillis 
Lederman, an expert on 
creating the kind of connector culture that spells success 
for everyone on your team.
  Part of being a successful connector is developing trust-
based relationships. Too often, managers fall short in this 
area. If you’ve promised someone a good assignment and 
then gave it to another sales rep, you’ve 
broken trust and your credibility is at risk. 
Or maybe you asked one of your reps 
to regularly attend a cross-department 
meeting in order to develop them 
professionally, but you’re mostly hoping 
to get some departmental dirt.
  That hidden agenda will eventually be 
obvious to your rep when you start asking 
the wrong questions. They’ll doubt you 
have their best interests in mind.
  When you stumble in the trust 
department, it’s on you to repair the damage you’ve done. 
Sure, you have to admit you messed up, but that’s not 
enough.
  Some sales managers ask the team member they offended 
how they can fix their mistake. They might even expect the 
team member to name their price. This approach makes 
the power dynamics between a manager and team member 
awkward. Plus, all they’ve done is shift responsibility for 
action to the rep.
  After a screw-up, communicate what you’ve learned and 
how you intend to make it up to them. Those actions speak 
to your vulnerability and authenticity as a manager. At that 
point, you’re becoming a people-focused leader, one who 
can motivate reps to spend more time successfully selling.
  Source: SalesFuel - Manage Smarter.

NFIB: SMALL BUSINESSES TURN MORE OPTIMISTIC
  Small-business owners turned more optimistic about an 
economic rebound in May and shifted to the view that a 
coronavirus-induced recession will be “short-lived,” a 
closely followed survey shows.
  The optimism of small companies in the U.S. economy 
rose 3.5 points last month to 94.4, the National Federation 
of Independent Business said. The increase was twice as 
large as Wall Street had forecast.
  The small-business survey had tumbled in March by the 
most ever as the pandemic slammed the economy. It fell 
again in April, but not by as much as expected.
  “As states begin to reopen, small businesses continue 
to navigate the economic landscape rocked by COVID-19 
and new government policies,” said NFIB’s chief economist 
Bill Dunkelberg. “It’s still uncertain when consumers will 
feel comfortable returning to small businesses and begin 
spending again, but owners are taking the necessary 
precautions to reopen safely.”
  Sales expectations for the next six months rebounded 
from the lowest level in the NFIB survey’s 46-year history. 
More companies also said they planned to invest and hire, 
though they were still small in number.
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